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Why Managed Cloud Security
The mobile workforce of today
is dependent on both cloud
applications and a secure
connection to the internet.
By combining our highly certified security
engineers with the best cloud-security
solution on the market, rest assured that
no matter where your team is, they’re both
connected and protected.
CentraComm’s Managed Cloud Security
leverages the threat intelligence harnessed from
the Zscaler cloud. Now any business, regardless
of size or location, can securely connect to the
internet. Zscaler is unique in that it’s the only
multi-tenant, distributed cloud security platform
built from the ground up. When paired with our
proven management model, customers discover
a dependable security resource.
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Secure Everywhere
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Reduce Bandwidth
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Protect any user, on any device,
from any location.
CentraComm’s team has many years of
experience setting up and properly maintaining
the Zscaler Cloud Service. Our managed service
assures your team, regardless of location, will
be properly setup to stay secure with Zscaler’s
over 100 cloud data centers across the world.
With it’s focus across all device types and
internet of things, it’s no wonder that Zscaler
has a customer base of over 15,000,000 users.
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Your most abundant resource
is also the most vulnerable to
security breaches, your team.
By creating a security policy that
enables users to stay secure
regardless of the device or where
they are browsing from.

Zscaler enables customers to
segment traffic based on it’s final
destination. Because of this, many
customers see tremendous cost
savings by only backhauling web
traffic related to the business.

Full Management
CentraComm takes the ongoing
management and monitoring off
the plate of our customers. We
will notify you of alerts that impact
your priorities and your network,
while you focus on projects related
to the growth and sustainability of
your business.

Highly Scalable
By utilizing a cloud security
product, as your team grows, your
security footprint grows as well;
allowing you to only pay for what
you use regardless of where you
are using it.
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Simple pricing.
Unlimited management.
Around-the-world security.
Our managed cloud security solution was
put together to meet the demands of our
customers. Now you are able to budget
security costs based upon the number
of people on your team, allowing you the
flexibility to stay secure regardless of device
count. Additionally, our simplified pricing
model and Zscaler engineering expertise
assure that your network, your staff, and your
budget remain stable and secure.
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Configuration & Security Access Policy Changes

✓

New Location Configuration

✓

Zen Node Provisioning

✓

Troubleshooting Cloud Services

✓

Security Event Resolution

✓

Alerting (Node disruption, category alerts)

✓

Report Customization

✓

Ad-hoc Report Creation

✓

Dashboard Customization

✓

Co-Management Option

✓

License & Asset Management

✓

CentraComm Management Portal Access

✓
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